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FBI lab. report on origins of leaks on Ruby’s testimony 

1. Hoover to Rankin 10/16/'’64 re: report identifies the offices 
from which the Ruby testimony originated. 

News stories in support of FBI from prominents 

2. Victor Riesel abd Wm. Buckley 

Hoover infighting with Belmont & Sullivan over criticism 

3. WaSHINGTON Post Story on A 15 for Oct. 21, 23, or 9/29 
by Edward Follard. Hoover note: "I want this carefully read , 
particulalrly by Belmont & Sullivan who have contended all along 
FBI had not been derelict with which contention I have disagreed." 

Early Warning about what WC Report will say re: FBI 

4. DeLoach to Mohr 9/25/'64 re: Katz saw that FBI got sections of 
the WC Report before publication of document. He wanted to alert 
the bureau to p. Conclusions where "unduly restrictive view" of 
FBI’s role was at fault. Hoover note: "I want thiscarefully 
reviewed as pertains to FBI shortcomings by Gale. Chapter 8 tears 
up to pieces. Also Iwant memos & what we have done to plug our 
gaps. I also want to make certain. . . illegible. 

Redlich kisses Hoover’s ass 

5. Redlich to Hoover 10/1/’64 re: Redlich writes about how he 
enjoyed working w/ FBI and how much respect henow has for the 
Bureau, etc. 

Hoover to JD promising to continue investiagtion post-WC Report 

6. Hoover to Miller, Jr. 11/4/'’64 re: Will continue investigation 
of Oswald, etc. When in fact the bureau will secretly end the 
investigation. See the Allen tickler file. 

More on Mark Lane 

7. Hoover to Rankin 10/30/’64 re: See above. Land and M. Belli 
have gone on the road together to debate the WC and findings. FBI 
notes that they are both pulling down the dollars. 

LBJ and Hoover confer over WC Report 

8. Hoover memo 10/30/’64 re: LBJ calls about the Jenskins case and 
appreciated hos the FBI handled this. Then LBJ said he was 
sympathetic with hoover’s views about unfairness f thre WC report.


